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Roadmap for Today

- Today we’re focusing on a particular research design: the examiner design
- Like many of the designs we are studying, they have shown up in papers for a while,but have really started to take off recently with the rise of high-quality administrativemicrodata.
- Key issues we’ll touch on:

- Identification: what are we getting at?- Estimation: What’s the best estimation method for using the examiner design?- Inference: How should we do inference?
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High-level description of examiner design
- In many applications, there is an administrator,judge, or monitor who plays an important role indeciding an outcome
- These outcomes include:

- bail- banktrupcy- getting a loan- parole- disability insurance- patent granting- cancer screening
- In many cases, this examiner is effectivelyrandomly assigned, and there is wide-range ofdifferences (and discretion) in how likely they areto decide the outcome
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- bail- banktrupcy- getting a loan- parole- disability insurance- patent granting- cancer screening
- In many cases, this examiner is effectivelyrandomly assigned, and there is wide-range ofdifferences (and discretion) in how likely they areto decide the outcome

- Key ingredients:
1. random assignment ofexaminer2. discretion over a (typicallybinary) outcome3. heterogeneity in behavior
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Consider two examples
- Example 1: Bail setting in Philadelphia(Stevenson (2018))
- After you’re arrested, you can be:

- held in jail- released on bail (you pay $)- released on recognizance (no bail $)
- This decision is made by one of sixmagistrates at preliminary hearings

- The particular magistrate that adefendant faces depends on a rotatingschedule- Hence, the randomness occurs from
the time of day
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Consider two examples
- Example 2: Bankruptcy judges inChapter 13 (Dobbie et al.(2017))
- When you file for Chapter 13bankruptcy, you file a repayment plan tobe approved by a judge
- This decision is made by different judgesstaffed at a court on a given day

- The assigned judge is done randomlyby the court- Hence, the randomness occurs within
location-time of filing
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Notation
- Before we get to intuition, let’s start with some notation
- We consider n individuals indexed by i , with two outcomes: Di and Yi

- Each individual is assigned to one of K examiners: Qi ∈ {0, . . . ,K − 1}

- Hence, very easy to consider the potential outcomes Di(q) for each of the potentialexmainers, where we observe only one!
- If K = 2, this is just our simple binary case.- With K > 2, it becomes more complicated- Note that there’s no meaningful ordering to the K exmainers

- We can also consider the potential outcomes Yi(q). What are we ignoring?

- Potential impact of Di on Yi . When we do IV, we’ll need to consider Yi (Di (Qi ),Qi ), andthen shut down the direct effect of Qi in order to do IV
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Intuition

- First consider the variation in Di across the Qi .- Conditional on some covariates Wi , we assume that strong ignorability holds
- If Wi is just a constant, then we can consider τq,q′ = E(Di |Qi = q)− E(Di |Qi = q′)

- This is the relative effect of judge q vs. q′ on bail decisions or bankruptcy discharge
- We have an RCT, but with judges!
- Useful to also define µD(q) = E(Di |Qi = q)

- µ̂D(q) is the corresponding empirical estimate
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What is this measure?
- In the context of bankruptcy or bail judges, µD(q) measures judge q’s leniency – e.g.their average propensity
- We can literally estimate this with a simple linear regression of dummies! E.g. let Qi bethe set of dummies for Qi :

Di = Qi µD + ui

- Note that given the simplicity of this measure, the µD are equivalent to the predictedvalues for Di- E.g. D̂ from the regression on Qi

- This predicted measure dovetails exactly into the measure that papers havehistorically used!
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What’s the instrument that people have used?
- In many papers, the measure that hasbeen used is a “leniency” metric forjudges: e.g. the D̂i

- This is the overall average leniencyacross judges in DGPY [note, notobservation weighted – hence outliers]
- What’s the problem with just the overall,in the DGPY context?

- Judges are not random overall –location (and time) specific
- Importantly, the average judgecharacteristic may capture locationspecific features

- Control for Wi 9 / 25



How to incorporate Wi?- Now consider the simple linear regression with Wi :
Di = Qi µD + Wi γ + ui

- Now, the µD are equivalent to the predicted values for Di after residualizing out for Wi(which usually includes a constant)- E.g. D̂⊥ from the regression on Q⊥
i- Call this measure Zi = D̂⊥ our leniency measure

- This captures the average variation in leniency within the average of a location- In the simple case where judges are nested within courts, this just captures variationacross Q due to judge specific random variation- Mechanically, this would literally capture

D̂⊥ = n−1

∑
i

1(Qi = q)Di︸ ︷︷ ︸
judge mean

−∑
i

1(Wi = w)Di︸ ︷︷ ︸
location mean
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What’s the instrument that people have used?
- Once you do this exercise with judgeleniency, you get a much morerecentered object
- This captures across locationdifferences, and give true variation
- Point worth noting – due to the locationeffect, we can’t estimate the “true” judgeleniency – just relative leniency withinan office
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Important note: Leave-out

- In practice, individuals use the “leave-one-out” mean, rather than the actual average
- Why? Because if you include your own observation, that will be endogeneouslycorrelated
- The “leave-one-out” leniency is the mechanical solution that deals with the manyinstrument problem
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Recall Many IV bias is pernicious
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Nothing stops us from doing the same with outcomes!
- We can do the same exercise with ouroutcome measures!
- Nothing changes in this setting – wehave both location and judge effects,and we can see differences if we don’taccount for them
- Location variation absorbs a large chunk,but we still see variation in our outcomecaused by variation in judges
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Thinking about instrumental variables
- The reason that this is approach is used, of course, is touse the variation in µD(q) to identify the effect of D on Y

- So what do we need? Recall
1. relevance – e.g. we need that our instrument is predictiveof D2. exclusion – e.g. we need that the examiner only has aneffect on Y e.g. potential outcomes

Yi (Di (Qi ),Qi ) = Yi (Di (Qi ))3. monotonicity – e.g. we need an ordering in the effects
- The last two are the challenging part, and not inherentlytestable. Let’s discuss the issues, but first, how is this donein practice?
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How is this done in practice, usually?
- In many papers (including my own, historically), the leniency measure Zi has been used,rather than the dummies for judges
- Why? A number of reasons:

- Faster – one time calculation vs. over identifed 2sls- Visualization – plotting the reduced form and first stage against leniency is very intuitive- Worry about first stage power is easier in the just identified case
- But note the following equivalency from our GMM/2SLS estimator:

β̂2SLS =
D′Q(Q′Q)−1Q′Y
D′ Q(Q′Q)−1Q′︸ ︷︷ ︸

PQ

D
=

D̂′Y
D̂′D

(1)

- Using many instruments and using the predicted first stage as your instrument are thesame thing (adding controls just adds residualization)
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So which is it?
- Our variation is really the random assignment of K judges. Collapsing to a predictedfirst stage doesn’t change this, and if anything masks the experiement
- The estimator is exactly the same (or close, once we deal with some estimation issues)

- If this were the right approach, we could do this in every overidentified setting!
- The issue is with inference – e.g. how much uncertainty is there in the underlyingprojections?

- Consider the real line with the µD(q) and µ̂D(q). Focusing on the estimated leniencymeasure ignores potential important underlying variation in the first stage estimates
- In some cases, using the overidentified approach and the leniency just-identifiedapproach give very similar standard errors – this is due to relative precision inestimates in the µ, and is not guaranteed!
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An important reason to like leniency measures
- The biggest reason why researchers used the leniency measure is it gave a natural wayto deal with the “own-observation” problem
- Note that µ̂D(q) includes indivudal i ’s observation in the estimation procedure, scaledby n−1

- This term is endogeneous!
- Leniency measures that researchers construct use a “leave-one-out” mean to accountfor this, and instead measure an individual’s leniency exposure as a judge’s leniency
excluding own observation

- This variable was easily plugged into 2SLS and avoided the bias
- But... this approach just approximates jackknife IV!- This own observation issue is exactly the bias that came up from overidentified IV infinite samples- When the number of judges is large-ish within a court, this can be an issue
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Use (U)JIVE!

- Given the leniency approach is exactly solved with a known technique, there is nogreat reason to use leniency directly
- It is more transparent to use the judge variation directly
- If you want to do graphical visualization, just use the first stage coefficients!
- A key issue raised in Kolesar (2013) is the issue of many controls (e.g. many fixedeffects) which creates the same problem as many instruments under certain settings

- Provides a solution, through UJIVE. See his website for code.
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How to test these exclusion and monotonoicity?
- Testing exclusion is always challenging
- However, like standard treatmentdesigns and RCTs, we can test forbalance
- Use the predicted first stage (e.g. thepropensity score) and test of excludedcovariates across p-scores µ̂D(q)

- See Aronow and Miller for discusion onbalance tests
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How to test these exclusion and monotonoicity?
- Testing (and believing) monotonicity isalso challenging

- Kitagawa (2015) and Frandsen et al.(2019) discuss ways to test this forbinary outcomes
- Current limitation is finite sampleapproximation
- However, provide useful intuititon fortests
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Kitagawa (2015) result
- Consider binary endogeneous treatment

D and a discrete instrument Z .
- Joint testable assumption: instrument isvalid and monotonicity. Why?

- Consider
p(y ,d) = Pr (Y = y ,D = d |Z = 1),
q(y ,d) = Pr (Y = y ,D = d |Z = 0)- Let P and B be the probability over sets- Imbens and Rubin (1997) show
P(B,1)− Q(B,1) = Pr (Y1 ∈ B,D1 > D0)

P(B,0)− Q(B,0) = Pr (Y0 ∈ B,D1 > D0)

- Testable implication:
P(B,1)− Q(B,1) ≥ 0
P(B,0)− Q(B,0) ≥ 0
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Extension to Examiner designs (Frandsen et al.)

- Now, with multiple judges, we don’tknow the “true” z values
- Need to instead consider how thismoves with noise
- Mapping from judges to “leniency” andthen use Kitagawa test
- Package available: testjfe in Stata
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Brief aside on inference

- The many instruments field is still working on heteroskedasticty and complicatedinference settings
- This stuff is challenging!
- However, given that the random assignment is effectively a set of judges to a givenindividual, robust standard errors seems most appropriate
- However, the norm (requested by referees, etc.) appears to be judge clustering

- Not totally clear why
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Further Readings

- Cunningham (2021) chapter 7.8.2
- Judging Judge Fixed Effects (2020)
- Mueller-Smith (2015)
- Dobbie and Song (2015)
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